[Therapeutic modalities of nasopharyngeal adenoid cystic carcinoma].
To grasp clinical characteristics, therapeutic methods and prognosis of the patients with nasopharyngeal adenoid cystic carcinoma, and explore the optimal therapeutic modalities. Twenty one cases with nasopharyngeal adenoid cystic carcinoma were retrospectively reviewed. The treatment results were compared between radiotherapy alone and combined therapy. The cases with nasopharyngeal adenoid cystic carcinoma in T1, T2 phases was 28.6%, the cases in T3, T4 phases was 71.4%. The lymphatic node metastasis rate was 14.3%. The present symptoms were nasal discharge with blood, headache, nasal obstruction, deafness, double vision, facial insensibility, etc. One of 21 cases was lost follow up. Five years free-disease survival rates of the patients with nasopharyngeal adenoid cystic carcinoma was 42.9% (9/21). Five years free-disease survival rate of the patients with radiotherapy alone (RA) and the patients with radiotherapy combining surgery (R + S) were respectively 38.5% (5/12) and 50.0% (4/8), P = 0.472. Ten years free-disease survival rates of the patients was 16.7% (3/18). Ten years free-disease survival rates of the patients with RA and the patients with R + S were respectively 0/12 and 3/6, P = 0.025. The local recurrent rate was 50.0% (10/20). The local recurrent rates of the patients with RA and the patients with R + S were respectively 66.7% (8/12) and 25.0% (2/8), P = 0.085. The distant metastasis rate was 30. 0% (6/20). The distant metastasis rates of the patients with RA and the patients with R + S were respectively 25.0% (3/12) and 37.5% (3/8), P = 0.455. The course of nasopharyngeal adenoid cystic carcinoma is long, and it is prone to the local recurrence and the distant metastasis in advanced stage. Comparing with the radiotherapy alone, the radiotherapy combining surgery has better 10 years free-disease survival rate.